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Dick put the phone down. // His hands were trembling. // He was furious with himself / for 
failing to persuade his boss / to support him, / and was disgusted at the promises / the boss 
had made. // “He knows too much” – / the words still rang / in his ears. // He wondered, / not 
for the last time, / just what / the office manager of the factory knew. 
 
Dick glanced at his watch. // Four o’clock. // He called for his driver / and asked to be driven 
home. // He had had enough for the day. // On his way out / he passed the office manager. // 
He was a small, fat man / and his ugly smile / revealed two large teeth / and his small eyes / 
reminded Dick of a snake. // Was it his imagination, / or was the man smiling to himself? // 
His snake eyes / looked with satisfaction, / as if he knew / he was safe, protected. // 
 
Dick’s car left the office / and made its way slowly / along the dusty, bumpy road / leading 
south into the centre / towards his home. // Even though Dick passed these buildings every 
day, / they never lost / their fascination for him. // The traffic was full of vehicles / competing 
for the few overcrowded spaces / on the roads. // The journey home would take a long time. // 
 
Dick sat in the back of the car, / going over the events / which had led up / to the present 
crisis. // How had he got himself / into this impossible situation? // It should have happened / 
and it seemed inevitable. // Perhaps he was beginning / to believe in fate? // 
 
His driver successfully won / a few feet from a bus. // The road widened. // They drove along 
the sea / on the left / and past some historic buildings / on the right. // Even at this hour / a few 
people were walking along the beach / taking the early evening air. // Soon there would be 
crowds, / all escaping the city / for the cooling evening sea wind. // 
 

(Adapted from “HE KNOWS TOO MUCH” by Alan Maley) 
 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Преди първия прочит на диктовката на дъската се изписват собствените имена от 
текста: Dick. 

__________________________________________________________________________


